Building conversational agents have many technical, design and linguistic challenges. Other more complex elements include using emotionally intelligent conversational agent to build trust with the individuals. In this chapter, we introduce the nature of conversational user interfaces (CUIs) for health and describe UX design principles informed by a systematic literature review of relevant research works. We analyze scientific literature in conversational interfaces and chatterbots, providing a survey of major studies and describing UX design principles and interaction patterns.
Introduction
Conversational user interface is a software that runs simple and structurally repetitive tasks inside a messaging application (Chakrabarti 2012) . Conversation is a way to share knowledge, emotion and it is part of our communication makeup. Moreover, messaging applications are becoming the new generation of digital product design after the web and mobile application. One reason behind this shift is the simplicity offered by CUIs, compared to web or mobile application (Zakos 2008 ). Currently, social or messaging apps are among the most popular apps in the world (Xu 2011 ). However, designing CUI patterns requires personalisation to fit into the application context. There are specific design requirements when working with chatbot applications. Providing a technology with services that fit with user needs should consider user demographics, chatbot domain, data interaction, dialogue structure and so forth. Recently, Artificial Intelligence (AI) has made considerable progress in various domains, especially after the rise of neural networks and deep learning, and most of this progress is devoted to industry and business cases (Trippi 1992) . One important topic in this rise is designing domain specific conversational interface experiences. CUI design pattern is complicated because conversation comes with many expectations. To meet these expectations, design patterns should be personalised to be applicable into different domains. To achieve optimum customer satisfaction, it is important to study the design aspect of the product (e.g., simplicity, efficiency, decrease frictions). The current state of conversational interface is limited in terms of established user interface design patterns. Available studies focus mainly on designing conversation agents and handling task automation (Chakrabarti 2012 ). Only few works have discussed design patterns for specific chatbot application domains, and they mainly remained in the scientific literature , Lokman 2010 , Lundqvist 2013 ). There has not been deep analysis and empirical discussion of specific design elements and techniques in CUI, or highlighting issues and challenges accompanying the design pattern. A standard approach is indeed required to follow when working with CUI design patterns. This includes the available design approaches and techniques and what to consider when applying them during application design and development. For example, it is unclear when bots should be text or button based, or which the best practices when designing a bot conversation are (e.g. welcome message, conversation style, message length, etc.). However, the big question remains how to use this new medium to build great user experience. Users point of view, their needs, what motivates them to seek the bot and how to create unique CUIs for users and domain, matter when designing CUIs. In this work, we investigate the available design techniques and elements in the literature through a survey of relevant research works. We conducted a literature review of 310 articles and research papers in the context of conversational agents and extracted applied conversational UI features discussed within the literature. Two researchers reviewed the articles and checked their domain, focus, and inclusion of specific CUI features relevant to the study. The features tackled were divided into four categories, namely Bot response / conversation, User-bot interaction, Bot development and User experience. The work contributes to the CUI design patterns from UX design and existing knowledge on CUI design. This sets the roadmap to define best practices and address CUI design challenges for researchers and developers to follow when designing or developing domain specific CUIs.
Study Design
The design principles were informed by the findings of an integrative literature review. We started the analysis in May 2017 by constructing a corpus of papers searched through Google Scholar. The initial corpus was further integrated in August 2017 with a systematic search in Scopus, IEEExplore and ACM digital libraries. Each paper, as well as each cited paper was examined to see whether it discussed any topics related to conversational agents for health, and hence added to the corpus. The resulting corpus consisted of 103 papers, as described in Table- 
Method

Aims
We investigate the scientific literature on conversational interfaces and provide a survey of major studies in the domain by highlighting their focus on UX design principles and interaction patterns for conversational interfaces in healthcare. We reviewed each research work and extracted the UX design principles discussed in terms of chatbot-user interaction, chatbot response, chatbot development, and user experience. This will help identify gaps and guide future research directions. Our goal is to support practitioners in exploring opportunities and limitations of conversational interfaces, providing empirically-supported guidelines and indications in interaction designs for conversational agents.
Search Strategy and Criteria
A search of chatbot related papers was conducted to construct a corpus of papers. The review started in May 2017 with a corpus of papers from Google Scholar retrieved using specific keywords such as: 'conversational user interface', 'chatbot systems', 'health bots' and 'intelligent chatbot'. The corpus was then updated in August 2017 with a systematic review from Scopus, ACM Digital Library, and IEEExplore. Papers were examined to see whether they discussed any CUIs related topics and relevant papers were added to the corpus (see Figure-4 .1). The research was guided by the combination of keywords from the CUI and the UX/HCI fields. The terms used in the search was: "human-computer interaction" ∥ "computer-human interaction" ∥ "user experience" ∥ "usability" && "conversational user interface" ∥ "chatbot" ∥ "chatterbot" ∥ "agent dialogue" ∥ "health conversational agents". Only peer reviewed papers written in English were included in the analysis (empirical studies, experimental papers, experience reports). The included papers must have reported on chatbot conversational interface and user experience / human-computer interaction. All papers that did not match these criteria were excluded (for example, papers generally discussing textbased interaction, multi agent systems or robotic agents).
Data Coding and Synthesis
The corpus was analyzed by adopting techniques inspired by content analysis and Grounded Theory (Corbin, 2014) . For each paper included in the corpus, we provided a summary of its main characteristics, contribution and identified a draft of common theoretical themes and recurrent patterns. These themes were categorized into four main groups:
• Bot-user interaction
• User experience For each of these groups, we synthesized the collected data and identified common CUI features that were discussed in the studies (e.g., bot personality, graphical appearance, chatbot analytics, etc.). Figure-1 depicts the review process and the main features and their associated sub-features with frequency found in the corpus. We also highlight the pipeline followed to analyze the starting corpus and the rest of the corpus obtained later. We then show the process to include or exclude the selected papers into the study. 
Data Analysis
This section describes the analysis for each thematic category. Each section ends with a summary of the findings from the literature analysis.
Bot Response
This category includes studies on user-conversation chatbots interaction, focusing on adaptive conversational behaviour expressed by conversational agents in healthcare. Chatbots are indeed gaining self-learning ability through intent classification and pattern matching to provide natural interaction. This was possible through advances in deep learning, especially in recurrent neural networks (Xing 2017) . The literature analysis of user-bot interaction revealed the adoption of one or a combination of techniques in this domain (see Table- Bot Personality: This refers to the personality that a bot assumes while interacting with the user. This feature was highlighted by several research works and covered various aspects of the user-bot interaction. The studies focused on user domination and challenge with the bot while involved in the interaction. This includes challenging the bot with irrelevant sentences (DeAngeli 2001 , Brahnam 2012 . User satisfaction and intention to reuse the system can help understand what engages or discourages them . Users have different expectations when engaged in a conversation. Studies analysed user's personality traits inferred from their chat (Kuligowska 2015) . Interactive dialogue systems were investigated in different contexts, with avatar-like chatbot . Research based on the CASA paradigm (Nass & Moon, 2000; Reeves & Nass, 1996) has shown that people tend to respond to computers in the same manner as they would to people. Based on verbal or para-verbal cues in the bot interface, users tend to inadvertently attribute personality characteristics to the computer agents. An appropriate chatbot personality can favour engagement with the bot, such as promote feeling of natural conversation and comfort in the conversation, and even influence its persuasive intervention (Andrews, 2012) . However, designing "personalities" for social agents is a complex task. Based on the review, we focused on three characteristics of bot personality:
• Character-driven dialogue. Chatbot communication is based on text. The bot must develop easy connection with users and deliver, even complex, data in a digestible way. The context should feel friendly, since users are inviting the bot into an intimate one-on-one chat space. Giving the bot an identity defines boundaries for what the bot can/cannot do. This creates content native to the bot medium, since users chat with the bot as they would with a friend. Reciprocity has been found as a strong variable in predicting relationship building between conversational agents and users • Speaking in one-to-one space. Research has shown that friction might arise from power differences between users and the system (the bot), especially when involved in one-to-one conversation. Users might try to exert their control over the system or show competitive attitudes toward the bot agent (DeAngeli 2002). In one-to-one interaction, the bot can tailor its interaction to the characteristics of the user. It is worth mentioning that people tend to model their communication to match that of the conversational agent (Hill 2005) . The bot can adapt its language to speak in a familiar voice and increase closeness by using the name of the user or any personal information shared that can help the message. Moreover, adapting the textual interaction based on user personality traits, inferred through the chat text, can influence users' perception of the chatbot (Andrews, 2012) and their willingness to confide in and listen to the conversational agent (Ciechanowski et al., 2017 , Li 2017 There is no one-size-fits-all approach when designing correct conversation flow and currently there are no patterns that work for all cases. Most bot applications lack the structure to steer a conversation from the beginning to the end. Bot personality must define steps to guide users to learn and manage their intention. The bot should always be one step ahead of the user and infer user characteristics to adapt its response. For example, the bot should state which topics it covers when greeting the user, as below:
Bot: I can help you track your daily diet and exercise.
This guide results in one of the provided options being selected by the user. We need to understand what motivates users within a conversation and how this can be programmed into chatbot behavior. Bot personality must reflect the specific domain it is employing. For example, if the chatbot is collecting initial user information, then it should collect the information step-by-step, as illustrated below.
If the bot continues to provide no information on alternate course of action, then the probability that a user will leave the bot is very high. A best strategy is to play with multiple types of response or error messages and see what gets the best response from the user by focusing on a humorous or satirical approach to the problem. If the error occurs when the user is asked to provide some information, such as their address, then the bot could handle that by responding:
Bot: Sorry, I didn't get that. Please, try formatting your address: 231 Cedar St, NY,11211
This is effective to keep user engaged and friction low. With the asynchronous chat, some replies arrive later. Having flexibility with bot interaction is essential to sustain the conversation. Therefore, bots must be present in the environment where users spend most of their time. Moreover, introducing elements, such as notification is very effective to maintain user-bot interaction. Chatbot interaction doesn't have to be limited to chat, most services provide action buttons and images which allow users to shorten their path to perform an action (e.g., purchase completion).
Conversation Flow: This refers to the user-bot back and forth conversation flow. This is the various conversation elements that should be integrated into the conversation flow. Studies increasingly investigated chatbot system accuracy and user satisfaction (Schumaker 2007 ). This includes the communication style for a chatbot application within a domain (Hill 2015) . Some studies discussed the role of a bot to engage users in actions (Savage 2016) or use embodied conversational agents that stimulates face-to-face conversation with patients (Bickmore 2015) . Automatically answering to questions and providing appropriate answers is a complex task for any NLP based system, including CUIs. Advances in machine learning and information retrieval are allowing chatbots to automatically generate responses for users' requests (Xu 2017). However, other solutions can be applied in the design of chatbot conversations to support interaction and conversation flow. The conversation path becomes important, since it can help figure out how the conversation flow should be designed (e.g., tree hierarchy). Moreover, if the user can't find an answer to his/her question, it makes sense to add an option for the user to provide feedback about the question. The point is to prevent users from getting frustrated and provide guidance instead of repeatedly saying "Sorry, I did not understand that", as below.
User: How many activities do I have to perform today?
Bot: You still have the following activities to perform: act1, act2, act3, you can write the activity to report.
Conversation Length: This is related to the amount of information delivered by bot messages and the way it is structured. In fact, the whole chatbot architecture is based on conversation flow. Even though people are communicating with the bot for longer durations, the dialogue lacks vocabulary richness (Hill 2015) . Studies have used a top-down approach to provide a fixed vocabulary size and the right recommendation (Langley 1999 ). Dialogue research is moving towards a data-driven model approach (Griol & Molina, 2015) . This might include applications, such as speech recognition, machine translation and information retrieval. Such approaches will likely come in the form of end-to-end trainable systems. This is used to convey the right information to the user and the right trigger time (Serban 2017 ). For example, using conversational agents for medication adherence ). Comparing how people communicate via text messages with an intelligent agent as opposed to a human, research has found that people communicate with a chatbot for longer durations, but with shorter messages (Hill 2005) . User-bot interaction should be short and precise. Introducing a protracted back and forth conversation will make it feel laborious and hard to interact with the bot. Instead, bots must serve specific tasks and intend for specific domains. Unlike, GUI that defines rules for each interaction which often frustrates users, CUI must be liberating in their familiarity, e.g.,
The most common chatbot knowledge representation is based on a modular knowledge representation. This makes concurrent and synergic use of different techniques, using the most adequate methodology for the management of a specific characteristic of the domain, of the dialogue, or of the user behavior . A study by Pilato et al., ) built a set of modules exploiting different knowledge representation techniques and capabilities to manage conversation features. The set of modules help the chatbot to activate the most relevant knowledge section during a conversation. In a similar study by Augello et al., ) a web-based knowledge architecture was developed for conversational agents. This allows building specific modules to activate features of a conversation, such as topics bot covers. This approach enhances building chatbot knowledge-base that manages specific dialoguing tasks. Chatbot dialogue structure may vary depending on the context, user demographics, and the intended purpose of the bot (see also "User experience" section below). For example, a bot targeting teenagers may use less formal language and more short messages, (e.g., Bot: Hey Jami, how about we check your performance since last time?), than the one developed for the elderly (e.g., Bot: Hi Mr. Smith, how have you been since the last plan?). The dialogue should consider the data interaction the bot must acquire from the user to determine condition or provide feedback. This could include data about user behavior ( The system must take control to confirm a given information, classify the situation and constrain user responses. Moreover, the user can formulate a request for clarification at any time during the interaction.
Bot Response
Sub-features Focus
Bot Personality User dominance, user satisfaction, user expectation, intelligent systems to engage users Flexibility in response human-human vs human-bot interaction, user engagement, user satisfaction, user attitude towards agents
Conversation Flow
User engagement with bot requests, goal and non-goal driven dialogue systems, embodied conversational agents
Conversation length
Vocabulary richness, top-down approaches and bot recommendation, data-driven dialogue systems, agents for medication adherences
Dialogue structure
User communication style with the chatbot, chatbot development tools (e.g., AIML, Microsoft bot framework), Ontology and user emotion detection 
User-Bot Interaction
Understanding user intents helps to provide relevant chatbot responses. Some approaches train the bot with actual data, however accessing relevant data is often hard. Other approaches often access the log data to analyze user intent. With the advancement in deep learning users' question can be matched with a suitable answer. However, to adapt a more AI-based approach, training the model is essential for the chatbot to connect both of those questions to correct intents and produce the correct answer. The other approach to provide bot response is by using third party services and APIs to train the chatbot (see Table- Text vs Button: Existing chatbots are mainly text-based, however with advanced APIs and rich UI elements provided by platforms, such as Telegram, this is changing. Conversational flow uses buttons, speech-to-text or speech-to-speech, or a combination when designing bot conversations. Applying any of these depends on the context and interaction required by the user or the bot. With these techniques, bots can negotiate for an enhanced mode of interaction (Kerly 2006 ). User behavior is considered relevant when dealing with dialogue systems. Studies provided an overview of theories/methods in constructing or evaluating conversational agent dialogue systems ). Other studies focused on the emotional aspect of the conversation and building empathic accuracy as more important than user expressivity . Automatic humour recognition techniques have also been applied to conversational agents to detect user humour through text or button replies (Augello 2008 ). Conversational agents should overcome dead-ends where users must guess the right information. Moreover, they should support a thesaurus so to yield the same results for vocabularies, such as "buy" and "purchase". This is necessary for bots intended to negotiate with users or must respond to different vocabularies with the same intent (Kerly 2006 ). To make user interaction easier, custom keyboards or buttons permit a limited range of inputs. However, building natural dialogue systems with rich vocabulary becomes necessary in domains, such as health, due to the sensitive data involved ). Both buttons and texts could be applied to represent this feature. Chatbots should provide a fall-back response to guide the next steps. A proper UI should present options to the user towards a decision-making process. For instance, if the user is checking for daily meal plan, the bot can suggest a list of menus based on user preferences, as below:
User: I want a meal plan for the dinner Bot: How about menu1, menu2, menu3, click for more...
Simplicity in interaction:
This is a key when dealing with user input and providing a response to bot request. This contributes to user's long-term engagement. Simplicity is mainly focused on removing abstractions from dialogue parts and moving from general to specific conversation to detect user preferences (Langley 1999 ). This includes new kinds of interfaces to respond to user awareness and knowledge in chatbot application ). However, simplicity should be attentively added and consolidated argumentation which combines logic and dialectic (Grasso 2000) . This includes considering user demographics, input/output approaches that fit with user ability, motivation, and action. For example, using speech dialogue as input/output can enhance user personalization and natural interaction (López-Cózar 2014 (Schulman 2008 ) described a relational agent in a science museum that is designed to conduct repeated and continuing interactions with visitors. The agent uses biometric identification system based on hand geometry, and an identification dialogue that references previous conversations. The ability to re-identify visitors enables dialogue and relationship models, with which the agent can establish social bonds with users and enhance user engagement.
Tasks Specification: Conversational agents are built for clearly defined tasks and personalized to 
User-Bot Interaction
Sub-features Focus
Text vs Button User negotiation, theories and methods in dialogue construction, empathic accuracy in conversation, automatic humour recognition
Simplicity in interaction
Ontology and emotional context, behaviour change intervention and user demographics
Graphical appearance
Promote health condition, user demographics, typeface perception by users
Tasks & Duty specification
System accuracy and user satisfaction, ontology and task model, app integration and user personalisation 
Bot Development
Feedback loops are useful to provide multiple answers to user questions. For example, to confirm user's intent, the chatbot could ask questions like "Did you mean A, B, or C". This way, users match the questions with a possible intent and the information could be used to train a machine learning model, thus improving bot accuracy. Bots relying on rule-based models can provide answers only to associated patterns. Advanced algorithms and models are required to develop advanced dialogue systems for conversational agents (see Table- 4 and Figure-4 for the feature definition and frequency).
Rigid Syntax vs NLP: Chatbots function with either retrieval or generative based models. The first uses predefined rules and follows rigid syntax, whereas the second is more complicated and uses advanced deep learning models and natural language understanding (NLU). The selection of the approach depends on the type, context, and purpose of the bot and the user demographics. To provide personalized experiences, bots could integrate full conversational and knowledge-based components (Schumaker 2007 ). Moreover, theories and methodologies are used to construct and evaluate dialogue systems for specific purposes ). Most chatbots are retrieval-based and present some form of empathic ability. However, future dialogue research is moving towards generative models and data driven approaches (Griol and Molina, 2015) . This includes speech-recognition, machine translation, and information retrieval approaches used as end-to-end trainable systems (Serban 2017 ). The AIML was among the most prominent chatbot languages that is based on XML. Although being effective in building retrieval based chatbots, it is limited in terms of flexibility in the dialogue. A work by Neves et al., (Neves 2003) presented XbotML language for constructing chatbot dialogues between user and chatterbot in adjacency pairs bearing one associated intention. The work contributes to the rise of fluency level of XML chatterbots by providing a linguistically grounded model for chatterbots' markup languages and allowing the extension of existing bases to different domains. Building natural language interaction with a chatbot is still complicated. Even if NLP supports complex conversations and gets the sentence right, it will still fail in some sentences. Even if chatbots handle various user questions with smart responses, failing in some sentences might lead to user frustration. Users should not be put on hold, since this might lead to interest loss in chatting with the bot (Lookman 2010). Starting with rigid syntax, and introducing NLP later is a good approach when designing a chatbot dialogue system. Although rigid syntax has no room for error, it is relatively limited in terms of functionalities. Even though NLP is perhaps the biggest bottleneck when designing CUIs, it allows more flexibility in terms of functionalities and natural conversation. Nonetheless, users make spelling, grammar or typing mistakes. They often use slang and nuance to express ideas, which is a struggle for NLP engines. Some services rely on both dialogue system and human actor to handle the conversation system. This is also due to data availability and approaches used (Serban 2017 
Triggers and Actions:
The way mobile apps and messaging platforms handle user triggers is through notification. For example, users return to their WhatsApp account after a message notification. Chatbots are no different, they provide a request to the user through notification. However, chatbots should predefine the best moment to trigger the user into a conversation. For example, calling users to achieve specific actions by providing right timing for notification (Savage 2016 ). Moreover, bots should examine long-term engagement techniques and user acceptance of the system. This is the case when dealing with user demographics, such as the elderly . Dialogue complexity and using approaches in user-bot interaction are critical to be unobtrusive and create less frictions (Allen 2001 Triggering enhances reengagement with the bot. Chatbots can provide users with old conversation through a notification. However, they must set a boundary to push or pick the right time and event to trigger. Otherwise, notifications can decrease user attention span and the value intended by the service. Theory driven approaches have been shown to enhance user engagement within the conversation (Bickmore 2011, Bradeško 2016), see example below.
Bot: Hi John, it's time you check your daily dietary plan. Open the application for details.
Behaviour change interventions are characterised by means of a behaviour system encircled by intervention functions and by policy categories. Research is needed to establish how such approaches can lead to efficient interventions design in CUI design patterns and define the goal of various bots in different domains , Namiot 2015 . We should measure how commercial applications handle re-engagement with the chatbot and the specific functionalities they embody (Kuligowska 2015) .
Fully vs Partial Automation: This is tied to conversation dialogue and background services. Chatbots use three types of conversation styles, namely static, semi-automated and fully-automated conversation dialogue. The static conversation style is rule-based and does not provide any intelligence, it is simpler and easy to build. Automated refers to the generative-based model, which uses deep learning models to build interaction. This is very complex and requires a lot of training data. The semi-automated combines both or automates some parts while the rest is handled by a human. Any of the models can be used to provide enhanced negotiation and user engagement (Kerly 2006) . Studies focus on conversational systems to automatically generate responses for user requests on social media by training the model to provide the right response (Xu 2017 ). However, in domains such as healthcare, using semi-automated approaches is more effective to handle critical cases (Woudenberg 2014) . Therefore, a fully-automated system is insufficient to cover all patient needs ). Such systems should manage building natural conversation with users using topics and knowledge-bases (Woudenberg 2014 However, when the focus is task automation, starting with rigid syntax will provide helpful reaction messages to guide users when they insert incorrect formats. Starting from rigid syntax makes it easier to introduce NLP to provide flexibility in the interaction and error handling. Integrating human touch into automated replies will make users feel comfortable engaging with the chatbot or the task (Savage 2016 . A user experience is sometimes needed in the loop, especially in medical domains. This is to create the right endto-end customer experience to provide emotional support ), see example below.
User: I need to book a doctor appointment Bot: Hi John, please choose your date from the available dates below.
AI Analytics: Chatbots could use other means of communication in addition to text or speech
conversation. This includes representing the conversation outcome in a graph form after data analysis. This is important, since it allows to represent user performance in a single graph. Chatbots should track user data and perform analyses in the background, then represent this at the right time to the user. User-bot interaction rises different qualities of chatbot and different expectations from the users (Neff 2016 ). In addition, AI analytics can be applied on user emotional state. For example, chatbots can handle emotional requests from user conversation (Xu 2017) . User personality traits can be inferred from chat analytics and help understand various indications about their performance (Li 2017) . Daily conversation produces a huge amount of data, which could predict future events. For example, predict what individuals are more likely to do, based on their conversation data. This is obtained after analysing user performance and digital behaviour. To ensure an accurate prediction, chatbots should perform high quality analysis of user features and performance at a certain stage (Neff 2016 , Radziwill 2017 . AI analytics are useful to solve or predict problems before they happen, based on data analysis. This process improves userbot communication and could help with identifying bottlenecks, filtering conversations and understanding engagement. However, the biggest challenge in AI analytics remains the response generation, especially when it's semi-automated which introduces bias into the analysis (Xu 2017 , Li 2017 , Kusajima 2016 ). In addition, NLU and dialogue structure also play a critical role in data prediction and analysis throughout the conversation , Bradeško 2012 ), see example below.
Fully vs Partial Automation
Negotiation facilities, automatic response generation, human in the loop, natural conversation with topics and knowledge-base
AI Analytics
Health and wellness data representation Table- 
User Experience
This is mainly related to users' interaction with the bot from the design perspective. User experience is a relationship connecting user emotion and chatbot empathic ability, user demographics and personalized experiences (see Table- For example, LawBot1 is a legal bot created to help users understand the complexities of the law and determine whether a crime has been committed. The bot reports rape, sexual harassment, injuries and assaults, and property disputes. However, the bot relies on strict rule-based checklist to assess if a crime has been committed. If the user reports sexual harassment, and it doesn't fit within present criteria, the bot responds with the following: User Engagement: This is an essential part of any technology. Since users are the centre of the application, without them the technology is bound to fail. Every aspect during chatbot design and development should be considered from the user's perspective. Conversational style can greatly enhance user engagement. Making users aware they are chatting with a bot is better than trying to act human (Hill 2015) . User familiarity with conversational user interfaces should be considered. Some examples include interactive movie recommendations, or healthcare advice with older adults , Li 2017 ). Approaches applied spoken dialogue agents to enhance user satisfaction and remove abstractions from user-bot interaction (Park 1997). Considering causes of user boredom and drop out is essential to enrich the user experience and engagement offered by the chatbot (Murgia 2016 ). This could be obtained through conversation or progressively simplified UI and streamlined checkout process. Studies (Candello 2017) have analyzed text typeface in user engagement and how employing different typefaces in a chatbot was perceived by users. Dialogue richness is another aspect which is often limited when dealing with user-bot conversation (Hill 2015 , Murgia 2016 . This is important to provide timely access to health information at low cost.
While several chatbot platforms exists, there are still technical difficulties related to building data driven chatbot systems. A work by Lin et al., (Lin 2016 ) described an advanced platform for evaluating and annotating human-chatbot interactions. To add motivational elements to the annotation, the platform used point systems as a gamification incentive. Tasks such as chatting, evaluating, as well as annotating will grant users a certain amount of points that they can use to download previously recorded chat sessions. In the same vein, Fadhil et al., (Fadhil 2017) have discussed the approach to integrate gamification techniques, namely points and leaderboard into a chatbot application for educating teenagers about healthy diet and food waste reduction. The study discussed building conversational model and adding gamification layer on top.
Security and Privacy: Chatbots must handle sensitive information and keep it safe and secure. This is a big concern in conversational agents. For example, Tay, Microsoft's chatbot suffered from security traits that failed the bot purpose (Gulenko 2014) . Security is often connected with the quality and functionality that the bot provides and the challenges it tries to overcome (Long 2017 (King 2011 ) built an agent with a demographic target and found that a virtual advisor that delivered culturally adapted, individually tailored physical activity advice led to meaningful 4-month increase in brisk walking compared to general health education among Latino older adults. With the great personalization offered by conversational agents, it's important to cover aspects of user preferences and demographics. A study by Hijjawi (Hijjawi 2014 ) developed a conversational agent that supports Arabic language. The framework is based on pattern matching to handle user conversations and processes user utterance and pre-defined patterns about different topics. However, chatbots that use rule-based and general and linguistic knowledge base are limited in terms of the respond they provide. There is a need for a deeper level analysis of abstraction which can provide common sense information and result in providing more adequate responses and improve overall user experience. That said, a work by Dingli et al., (Dingli 2013 ) developed a framework that uses various natural language processing tools, online and offline knowledge base to enable constructing relevant responses.
Users look for people-centered approaches rather than app-centered approaches when interacting with bots. Providing alerts to users feels more like the communication we have been conditioned to have with friends or family. To provide optimum personalization and tailor the interaction to specific users, the bot should provide specific user features, such as the typeface of the system and its perception by users (Candello 2017) , or the conversation flow (human-human online conversations vs human-chatbot conversations) (Hill 2015 
Overall Analysis
The overall literature analysis revealed the frequency of use for some health chatbot features. Studies discussing chatbot response generation focused on dialog structure (30.9%), whereas very few discussed conversational length and dialog structure (10.3%). Studies on user bot interaction mostly discussed chatbot task specification (32.8%), and few mentioned the use of text or button in the conversation flow (19.6%). Bot development was mostly discussing chatbot dialog automation, either fully or partially (33.6%), and fewer studies in this context focused on dialog data analytics (18.7%). Finally, studies on user experience with chatbot mostly discussed user intent prediction and personalizing the conversation to fit user preferences (33.6%), fewer studies discussed user engagement with the chatbot (4.7%). In Figure-6 below we list the most and least mentioned features in these four themes of research on healthcare chatbot design. 
Persisting Challenges
Several limitations exist to consider within the chatbot design patterns. Not every application is suited for conversational interfaces. There are tasks that are inherently better tackled by apps, with access to local computational resources and data storage. Other tasks simply work better with a rich visual interaction that goes beyond conversational interfaces. Bots require an active internet connection to work (contrary to some modern mobile that provide offline experiences). Bots could also be a onetime use case, for example, a dermatology bot can diagnose user skin ailments and prescribe medicine or inform users about their condition. Some technical limitations of using finite state, frame-based and plan-based dialogue management techniques is that the dialog manager must manually develop the state machines with their preconditions, generic state updates and post-conditions. Dialog structures are fixed, meaning that current dialogs do not optimize future dialogs. The findings revealed no standardized way to represent all dialogs or a large range of conversational systems. Finally, few studies mentioned the role of human agent to verify the dialogue by adding contributions to the dialogue tree. This mitigates the repetitiveness in the system dialogue context which is responsible for user's engagement with the system.
Conclusion
In this paper, we listed common features and design elements in conversational agents for health, we then checked their coverage within the literature. Other concepts were excluded from our study, either because they fall outside the scope or require a research investigation of their own. There is a growing body of research on building and evaluating conversational agents that can negotiate and our evaluation has shown that previous works provide practical implications for the CUIs design. However, designing domain-specific CUIs represents a challenge when dealing with dialogue systems. We performed a systematic review of existing research on conversational UIs and attempted to outline important research challenges that should be addressed. Our findings revealed certain patterns that work better within a specific context. This chapter contributes to CUI research by enabling designers and developers to efficiently process, manipulate and apply best practices. Promising research directions include increasing multi-modal dialogue and properly building a sequence-to-sequence system with recurrent neural networks and considering empathic dimensions in the conversation. While much work is needed on the dialogue part of conversational agents, we hope this study will be a useful guideline to follow when designing domain specific interfaces for conversational agents.
